
STRATHNAIRN
COMMUNITY COUNCIL

GENERAL MEETING NUMBER 248 IN FARR COMMUNITY HALL 7.30 pm
MONDAY 20th  MARCH 2017

DRAFT MINUTES

SCC Members Present - James Murray (Chair, part) [JM], Peter Christie (Hon. Sec, Chair for first 
part of the meeting) [PC], Bea Wallace (Treasurer) [BW], Ian Hunt [IH], Dougie Henderson [DH], 
Sylvina Tilbury (Minutes) [ST]

HC Members Present – Cllr Jim Crawford [JC], Cllr Jean Davis [JD], Cllr Margaret Davidson 
[MD]

Members of Public Present – 4 members of the public present

1. Apologies

Apologies were received from Mike Fitzgerald, Isobel McQueer, Sally Moore, Scott 
MacDonald, Cllrs Prag, Gowans and Caddick.

2.  Approval of Minute 20th February 2017

An omission from the last minutes was noted by PC, the representation from residents at 
Nairnside to be added into AOCB. A resident reported that broadband is extremely poor and 
is seeking support of community council in obtaining an improvement. The resident will 
gather information. 
Minutes proposed as amended by DH. Seconded by IH.

3. Declaration of Interests

None

4. Matters arising from Minute

Items 3 and 4 – carried forward as SMD and IM were not present.

Item 7a – IH is still waiting on further information. The Daviot Farms application was 
brought up at planning committee and deferred for a site visit on 11th April which community 
councillors and members of the public can attend. The Highland Councillors will advise PC 
of the time. Mid Craggie Farm – IH is still awaiting further information.

Item 8 –PC reported that the public meeting was extremely successful. HC are looking at a 
few areas again, such as the road in front of the school and a layby for the shop. The proposed 
questionnaire may be placed as an insert in the community newsletter and it was noted that a 
FREEPOST return address should be used to maximise responses. A member of the public 
noted it was a very positive meeting. Thanks were expressed to Colin Ross and to PC.

Item 8b – PC has yet to have discussions with HC about the wall finish. Community speed 



signs are in abeyance now that traffic calming is in hand.

Item 9 – a member of the public was disappointed to note in the minutes that the original 
remit of the CPG has been fulfilled as he doesn’t think it has. BW pointed out that 
implementation has been the problem and especially volunteer fatigue. 

Item 10 – PC reported that an application to the BF has been submitted for funding for the 
fence and a response is awaited.

Item 11b – being taken forward.

Item 12 – the noticeboard at Keppock Inn has been removed. A member of the public 
requested that the CC agendas are put on the noticeboards as this has not happened recently.

Questions from public – IM has acted on the question. PC was not sure about Daviot 
Primary School. 

Item 15 – grit bin damage has been reported. IH confirmed it hasn’t yet been replaced.

5. Community Policing Report and local issues

PC Boundy spoke to the report (attached to this minute). He has investigated the issues 
previously reported with cars and picnic areas and this was how the person was arrested for 
being drunk and in charge of a vehicle. 

Cllr Davidson has received reports regarding speeding vehicles at the ends of shifts at 
Stronelairg. She has been in touch with SSE but suggested it would be helpful if the police 
could do some speed checks before/after the school. Complaints have been made about these 
vehicles throughout South Loch Ness. A member of the public asked if any police presence 
could be unmarked. PC noted that the speed records from outside the school are to be redone 
as the tubes were damaged.

IH asked where the accidents were on the A9 that were mentioned in the police report and PC 
Boundy committed to find out and be more specific in future. BW noted that the roadworks 
are not clearly marked. 

PC Boundy will be on leave for the next meeting but someone else will attend.

6. Financial Report

a) Current funds
BW reported that finances are unchanged since the last meeting with £3680.12 available. 
Calico payments that have previously been queried are for the Strathnairn Heritage 
Association website. The invoice has been submitted for payment by SMD. BW will query 
this with SMD and if he wants it to be paid by the community council he should bring the 
case to a CC meeting. IH suggested that the CC should be paying for the community website 
on behalf of the community and make retrospective payments to Darren Read. This motion 
was proposed formally by IH, seconded by PC and passed unanimously.

Action: BW to follow up with SMD and make appropriate payment to Darren Read

b) CC Insurance
BW reported that as of 2018 the CC has to pay its own insurance. An email has been received 
from Colin Mackenzie at HC advising the CC that with effect from 31/03/2018 HC will no 
longer be operating the Community Council Insurance Scheme.  Zurich Insurance plc will be 
contacting SNCC over the renewal of the insurance for 2018-19.  In the meantime the CC 



have been asked to determine the appropriate level of protection according to involvement 
with children & vulnerable groups and whether we employ anyone. The lowest Option 1 was 
agreed to be the appropriate level so BW will respond accordingly (response required before 
the end of March). There was some confusion over whether the CC needs to negotiate our 
own insurance.  Cllr Davidson will check with C Mackenzie on the proposed changes to the 
way HC provides support for Community Council Insurance and BW is going to seek 
clarification with respect to the needs of SNCC.

Action: MD & BW to follow up with Colin Mackenzie

7. Planning Applications and updates, including:
a) Report from IH on applications
Two new planning applications have been submitted since the last CC meeting. Re 
17/00903/PIP (Land NE Of Windyhills Achlaschoille Farm) it was noted there have been a lot 
of applications in this particular area and PC expressed concern that a policy of refusing such 
applications along this road may have changed despite no improvements being made to the 
road. IH will submit comments to this effect. 

Action: IH to send comments expressing concern about the suitability of the road

The two applications from last month’s planning report have now been agreed.

b) Bunachton Forest Plan
IH raised the question of access as it looks very narrow on the map and Cllr Davidson 
expressed the same concern. PC noted that the developer had responded to the CC comments 
on the scoping report and understands the timber will be taken out via Carr Ban onto the 
B861.

8. Roads and access update.
a) Consultation/public meeting re Farr and Inverernie traffic calming, Thur 16 March
Discussed above under Matters Arising. A member of the public expressed concerns about the 
proposed bollards as they could cause problems for householders taking deliveries (this was 
also mentioned at the meeting on the 16th). Other members of the public felt that we should 
wait and see how the bollards work in practice.

IH asked if Cllr Crawford can follow up again with ROC about heavy farm traffic as the 
problems with damage raised last year are still occurring. BW also noted that the advisory 
“Not suitable for HGVs” sign has disappeared in the past few weeks. Cllr Crawford will 
speak to John Taylor. A member of the public queried whether the use of agricultural vehicles 
for these loads is legitimate. PC will also email John Taylor and raise this question.

Action: PC to email John Taylor

b) Timber extraction matters.
Cllr Davidson reported:
1) Additional money for the roads. There is now a new timber transport fund and HC is 
bidding into it for road schemes/repairs. The South Loch Ness roads are included in the bid 
and HC will match any funding.
2) There is a proposal to change the extraction route to stop the lorries going down Torness 
Brae and through Dores (not in our CC area).
3) There is a desire to slow the timber lorries down and it’s clear the only way is the proposed 
traffic calming scheme. In Gorthleck a new timber road now diverts the traffic out of 
Gorthleck village. 
Cllr Davidson will speak to Robin Pope again and report to the CC on anything else that 
comes out of the discussions.



A member of the public asked what the expected traffic will be for the Stronelairg 
development. Cllr Davidson confirmed it will be the usual vehicle movements and they are 
going via Fort Augustus and using an on-site quarry, so none of the large vehicle movements 
should come this way.

9. Community Planning Group.

The Chair had circulated a note before the meeting and asked for comments. PC pointed out 
that the suggested wording of the brief to Foundation Scotland was deliberately broad so as 
not to limit the outcomes. Disappointment was expressed that more members of the Benefit 
Fund were not present at this evening’s meeting. 

IH then summarised the position to date with the Foundation Scotland review. One of the 
main issues is who can take ownership of community assets. Another problem is the shortage 
of volunteers within the community. The general understanding is that we have to have a trust 
in order for the community to own any assets, in order to limit liabilities and make best use of 
the community’s money. Cllr Davidson made reference to Stratherrick’s success story where 
the BF was turned into a Community Trust. 

Points were made that the BF is not currently something that many people want to get 
involved in. In particular the lack of transparency of the BF is perceived as a real problem. 
Members of the public also expressed concerns about the “secrecy” of the BF. 

PC noted that Foundation Scotland is speaking to community organisations, but members of 
the public present at the meeting would also like greater involvement for residents in the 
process. Fearnag Growers were added to the list of groups to be invited to consultation 
meetings. Cllr Davis asked about the timescale – Foundation Scotland is reporting to the 
SCBF April meeting. 

10. Correspondence received. (via email unless indicated otherwise.)

a) – SSE apprentice scheme in operation
Included here as a reminder to the community. The scheme has been advertised in the 
Strathnairn Facebook group. 

b) – Drop in sessions in Dundee, Edinburgh and Glasgow for “Reforming the Planning 
System”
Shared for information.

c) – .Tree Charter Survey from NALC.  Closing date 28 Feb
Survey by an ecological organisation. The closing date has now passed.

d) – Scottish Community Councils Hour on Twitter – Tuesday (7th March), focusing on the 
topic of Engaging the Wider Community. 
Included for interest. This might be a regular occurrence. 

e) – .Edinburgh Napier University project into community councillors’ information literacy. 
https://community-knect.net
The response level has been very poor so this is being promoted again.

f) – Notification that the way CC are insured will be changing in 2018
Discussed above.

g) – Notification that the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service are reviewing the Local Fire Plan 
for Highland.  This includes an online survey.
This has been advertised in the Strathnairn Facebook group. 

h) – Scottish Ambulance Service – Public Access Defibrillators, Day of Action on Friday 10 
March

https://community-knect.net/


The date has passed but we are satisfied the community is up to date with this.
i) – Complaint from a resident

The Chair received a letter from Mr Ewen Hardie regarding the release of confidential 
information about him by SCBF. Mr Hardie explained he has spent 7 months and 9 
emails trying to get redress from SCBF. The Chair addressed the complaints verbally at 
the meeting but Mr Hardie continued to query why the questions are not being answered 
by SCBF.

Cllr Davidson suggested that this discussion should not be taking place at the CC but 
Mr Hardie and others pointed out that the only way to address SCBF is via the CC. Cllr 
Crawford suggested that a written answer should be supplied to Mr Hardie by the Chair, 
outwith this meeting. 

Mr Hardie reiterated that he would like a copy of the June response that the BF claim 
answered his four questions but which he never received. The Chair will meet with the 
current and past chairs of SCBF to establish the whereabouts of the correspondence. 
The CC voted on the proposal and agreed that the Chair will speak with IM to obtain a 
copy of the letter to be provided to Mr Hardie.

Action: The Chair (JM) will liaise with IM in her capacity as Chair of SCBF

11. Daviot/Strathdearn Primary Schools   
Cllr Crawford reported that the meeting has happened. Two principal teachers are to be 
appointed with a cluster headteacher overseeing.

12. List of Events, Meetings and dates for attendance and interest.
a) Thursday 16 March – consultation/public meeting re Farr and Inverernie traffic calming 

Reported on above.
b) Friday 17th March – AGM of Moray Firth Partnership

PC attended this but there was nothing to report in relation to the community. (As a 
matter of interest, Glenmorangie Distillery plan to site an oyster bed in the Dornoch 
Firth).

13. Questions from members of the Public.
A member of the public mentioned the passing of Ray Collier and suggested that the 
community might like to do something in his memory. Cllr Crawford suggested a seat at Loch 
Ruthven for example.

14. AOCB
PC noted that the polling card for the forthcoming local government elections mentions Ward 
12 and asked when the ward boundaries are changing. The Highland Councillors advised the 
change is from 4th May. 

A member of the public made a complaint about the conduct of some people delivering 
leaflets on behalf of political parties, which was duly noted by the Highland Councillors 
present. 

ST and PC reported that a deer fence has been erected along part of the Trail of the Seven 
Lochs blocking public access to Loch a’Choire (north of Loch Ruthven). 

Action: ST to send details and photographs to Cllr Davidson, PC to email HC Access 
Officer.

15. Date of the next CC Meeting [249] – Monday 17th April 2017



The Community Council is required to issue the agenda 7 days before its meeting.  To be 
certain that an item can be included please make sure that it is submitted ten days before our 
meeting is due to take place.


